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WEGMAN DESIGN GROUP
Pelican Marsh Clubhouse
abstract artwork are inspired by the
This Master Plan design addresses
nearby marsh landscapes unique to
the functional and aesthetic elements
the club setting.
within this two-story space, creating
strategic design solutions for this
The dining room was expanded
highly active golf club. The Design
in the center portion to create more
Team’s focus was to address the
dynamic space, and the room gained
(239) 596-8551 | www.wegmandesigngroup.com new life with a beamed ceiling
membership needs which included:
2385 Trade Center Way, Naples, FL 34109
increased dining capacity, flexibility,
design, added retractable acoustic
support for multiple groups and
partition and elegant fireplace
private activities within dining venues, providing up-to-date audio- feature. The private dining room remodel includes addition of
visual technology throughout the club, and upgrading the look new media wall with blackout sun shades, greater buffet storage
and feel that reflect the club’s quality, nature, and reputation for and direct access to the refreshed Sunset Terrace thus allowing a
excellence.
modernized cohesive look.
On the main floor, a small expansion included a new lounge
space, conference room, and administrative space to improve
workflow. These additions provided opportunity to coordinate
the exterior design by addressing new finishes and decorative
lighting on the building façade. Upon entering, warm ebonized
and walnut stained woods, neutral textures, and pops of rich
jewel-toned accent colors, set the tone for the welcoming and
energizing entry sequence of spaces. Sculptural lighting and
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Ground-floor plan changes included adding public access to the
elevator, enlarged foyer, dual-access attendant space, increased
locker restrooms, and expanded Men’s Lounge for larger party
use. Design details included media walls, accessible restrooms with
generous grooming areas, and integral LED lighting and speaker
system. Finishes on the ground level reflect a fresh, highly detailed
but casual atmosphere which also provide a space for golfers to
relax and socialize.
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Celebrating more than 18 years of Creative + Intelligent Design
Wegman Design Group, Inc. is a Naples-based interior design consultancy offering creative and strategic design solutions
for the retail, hospitality, life care as well as diverse commercial markets. Wegman Design Group, Inc. has a proven
track record in successfully developing world class designs that inspire clients, their employees and customers.
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